Editions of [L'espace aux ombres] (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

**Sound recordings (2)**

The watery star, Hugues Dufourt, Levallois: Musidisc; Levallois: distrib. Musidisc, 1997 (P)

The watery star, Hugues Dufourt, Levallois: Musidisc; Antony: distrib. Universal licensing music, 2000 (DL)

**Scores (1)**

Persons and organizations related to [L'espace aux ombres] (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Composer (1)

Hugues Dufourt

See also (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

In BnF (1)

Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (2)

Equivalent record in FEVIS
Equivalent record in VIAF